Pacific Heartbeat
Season 12
Starting August 15, 11pm

Polynesian surfer Vahine Fierro. Photo courtesy of Babel Doc
8:00 OPB Roots, Race & Culture Diversity in Religious Art. Lack of diversity in Christian art can influence faith. (Also Sun 6pm) | OPB Independent Lens A Woman’s Work: The NFL's Cheerleader Problem. Cheerleaders advocate for better pay.

9:00 OPB Midsomer Murders With Baited Breath, Pts 1 & 2. A fishing competition and an obstacle run end in sabotage. (Also Sun 2am) | OPB America ReFramed Kid Candidate A viral video prompts a 24-year-old to bid for city council. (Also Sat 7pm)

10:00 OPB The Future of America’s Past The Revolutions. Explore what freedom meant during the American Revolution.

10:30 OPB Stories From the Stage Road Trip

8:00 OPB Finding Your Roots Science Pioneers: Featuring scientists Francois Collins, Shirley Ann Jackson and Harold Varmus. (Also Sun 6pm OPB) | OPB Extra Life: A Short History of Living Longer Vaccines. Learn how vaccines help prevent the spread of illness.

9:00 OPB Iconic America: Our Symbols and Stories With David Rubenstein The Golden Gate Bridge. Uncover the story behind this engineering marvel. (Also Fri 11pm OPB) | OPB Human Footprint The Replacements. Meet species that made allies of humans.

11:00 OPB Pacific Heartbeat Loimata, the Sweetest Tears. One family returns to their Samoan homeland. (Also Thu 4am) | OPB Forces of Nature Shape. Learn how we experience Earth’s natural forces. (Also Wed 7pm)

9:00 OPB Southern Storytellers Ep 3. Southern creators explore the places that define them. (Also Sat 6pm OPB) | OPB NOVA The Planets: Saturn. Uncover the mysteries of Saturn’s rings.

10:00 OPB Iconic America: Our Symbols and Stories With David Rubenstein The Golden Gate Bridge. Uncover the story behind this engineering marvel. (Also Fri 11pm OPB) | OPB Human Footprint The Replacements. Meet species that made allies of humans.

11:00 OPB Pacific Heartbeat Loimata, the Sweetest Tears. One family returns to their Samoan homeland. (Also Thu 4am) | OPB Forces of Nature Shape. Learn how we experience Earth’s natural forces. (Also Wed 7pm)

8:00 OPB Oregon Field Guide Salmon People. Immerse yourself into the world of Wy-Kan-Ush-Pum, the Salmon People, who live along the Columbia River. (Also Sun 6:30pm)

8:00 OPB Roots, Race & Culture Diversity in Religious Art. Lack of diversity in Christian art can influence faith. (Also Sun 6pm) | OPB Independent Lens A Woman’s Work: The NFL’s Cheerleader Problem. Cheerleaders advocate for better pay.

9:00 OPB Midsomer Murders With Baited Breath, Pts 1 & 2. A fishing competition and an obstacle run end in sabotage. (Also Sun 2am) | OPB America ReFramed Kid Candidate A viral video prompts a 24-year-old to bid for city council. (Also Sat 7pm)

10:00 OPB The Future of America’s Past The Revolutions. Explore what freedom meant during the American Revolution.
**OPB Podcasts**

Discover more stories from around the Northwest.

---

### Relative Fiction

Follow award-winning author Nicole Georges, as she seeks answers about her family history. Growing up, Georges was told her father was dead, but a visit to a palm reader confirmed her suspicions that he was alive. Join Georges as she becomes an amateur sleuth in her quest for the truth.

Listen to these podcasts and more at opb.org/shows, the NPR One app or wherever you get your podcasts.

---

### 7 MONDAY

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Tue 12am) | OPB Iconic America: Our Symbols and Stories With David Rubenstein The Golden Gate Bridge (R)

8:00 OPB Antiques Roadshow Cleveland, Hr 2 (Also Wed 1am) | OPB Icon: Music Through the Lens On the Wall. Music photography becomes a valuable art form.

9:00 OPB Oregon Experience Streetcars. Oregon once had one of the most extensive streetcar systems. (Also Wed 2am) | OPB Our Gorongosa Transform your understanding of what a national park can be.

9:30 OPB Oregon Experience Astoria. Astoria was the country’s oldest settlement west of the Rocky Mountains. (Also Wed 2:30am)

10:00 OPB The Great American Recipe Season 2, Ep 8 (Also Mon 11pm) | OPB Pacific Heartbeat Ola Hou: Journey to New York Fashion Week. A Hawaiian designer gets invited to Fashion Week. (Also Tue 8/15 11pm OPB)

11:00 OPB The Great American Recipe Season 2, Ep 8 (R-Also Fri 9pm) | OPB Our Time Trans Youth in America: Transforming Media & Re-framing (Also Tue 7pm)

11:30 OPB Stories From the Stage Wanderlust (Also Tue 7:30pm)

---

### 8 TUESDAY

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Wed 12am) | OPB Our Time Trans Youth in America: Transforming Media & Re-framing (R)

7:30 OPB Stories From the Stage Wanderlust (R)

8:00 OPB Write Around the World With Richard E. Grant Ep 1. The actor journeys to southern Italy. (Also Thu 1am) | OPB Extra Life: A Short History of Longing Longer Medical Drugs. Examine the invention of medicines.

9:00 OPB Chihuly Outside Glimpse into the artist’s magical outdoor installation. (Also Thu 2am) | OPB NOVA The Planets: Ice Worlds (R)

10:00 OPB Frontline Inside the Iranian Uprising. Unseen footage sheds light on the Iranian regime and its protesters. (Also Wed 11pm OPB) | OPB Human Footprint The Urban Jungle (R)

11:00 OPB Pacific Heartbeat The Healer Stones of Kapaenawu. Explore Honolulu’s symbolic stones. (Also Thu 4am) | OPB Forces of Nature Elements (Also Wed 7pm)

---

### 9 WEDNESDAY

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Thu 12am) | OPB Forces of Nature Elements (R)

8:00 OPB Otter: Return of a Legend Enter the lives of river otters. (Also Sun 10am) | OPB In Their Own Words Princess Diana

9:00 OPB Human Footprint The Ground Below. Explore the footprint of cotton. (Also Tue 10pm OPB) | OPB Ukraine Under Attack: 72 Hours in the Presidential Office Pts 1 & 2. Retrace the first 72 hours after Russia invaded Ukraine in 2022. (R)

10:00 OPB Scotland’s Scenic Railways Season 2, Ep 1. 200,000 visitors a year ride on restored steam locomotives. (Also Fri 3am)

11:00 OPB Hacking Your Mind Weapons of Influence. Politicians, social media and marketers use data to hack your mind. (Also Fri 4am) | OPB Frontline Inside the Iranian Uprising (R-Also Thu 7pm)

---

### 10 THURSDAY

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Fri 12am) | OPB Frontline Inside the Iranian Uprising (R)

8:00 OPB Roots, Race & Culture Black Conservatives. Black conservatives in Utah discuss what they want others to know about their beliefs. (Also Sun 6pm) | OPB Reel South Rap Squad

8:30 OPB Oregon Field Guide Space Balloons. Explore the object hovering above Oregon’s high desert. (Also Sun 6:30pm)

9:00 OPB Astrid Puzzle. Astrid works in the library of the judicial police. (Also Sun 2am)
**PRIMETIME**

**11 FRIDAY**

7:00 **OPB** PBS NewsHour (Also Sat 12am) | **OPB** WILD HOPE Woodpecker Wars/Does Nature Have Rights? (R)

8:00 **OPB** The Indian Doctor The Diary. The doctor makes an unusual house call. (Also Mon 1am) | **OPB** Washington Week (Also Sun 4:30pm OPB)

8:30 **OPB** Oregon Experience Moon Country. Learn how Apollo astronauts trained in Central Oregon.

9:00 **OPB** The Great American Recipe Season 2, Ep 8 (R-Also Mon 2am) | **OPB** Spy in the Wild: A Nature Miniseries The Islands/The Poles. Discover the islands of the South Pacific.

10:00 **OPB** Masterpiece The Long Song. Ep 1. An enslaved woman works on a sugarcane plantation with her mistress. (Also Mon 7pm)

11:00 **OPB** Teen Regime Solon’s Impeachment. Kiyoshi gets a diary that could rock the plantation with her mistress. (Also Mon 4am) | **OPB** Colombia: Wild and Free Two Rivers (Also Mon 7pm)

**12 SATURDAY**

5:00 **OPB** This Old House Atlanta: Repointed and Planted (Also Mon 6pm) | **OPB** Fight the Power: How Hip Hop Changed the World Still Fighting (Also Sat 9pm)

5:30 **OPB** PBS News Weekend

6:00 **OPB** Roadtrip Nation: Empowered State Power for Good/Under the Ground and Through the Air (R) | **OPB** Independent Lens More Than a Month. An African American filmmaker sets out to end Black History Month. (Also Sat 10pm)

7:00 **OPB** Rick Steves’ Europe The Netherlands Beyond Amsterdam/Prague (Also Sun 9am) | **OPB** America ReFramed Far East Deep South (R-Also Sat 11pm)

8:00 **OPB** Masterpiece Downton Abbey: Season 3, Ep 1. Disasters threaten wedding festivities.

**13 SUNDAY**

5:00 **OPB** Firing Line With Margaret Hoover | **OPB** Animals With Cameras: A Nature Miniseries Ep 1. See the animal kingdom through the eyes of creatures. (Also Sun 9pm)

5:30 **OPB** PBS News Weekend

6:00 **OPB** Roots, Race & Culture Black Conservatives (R) | **OPB** Finding Your Roots Italian Roots. Featuring actors John Turturro and Marisa Tomei and comedian Jimmy Kimmel. (Also Sun 10pm)

6:30 **OPB** Oregon Field Guide Space Balloons (R)

7:00 **OPB** Help! We Bought a Village Ep 1. Francesca and Carl race to reopen their Italian hamlet. (Also Mon 1am) | **OPB** Doc World Afghanistan: The Wounded Land, Pt 2: Jihad. In 1979, the Soviet army invaded Afghanistan. (Also Sun 11pm)

**14 MONDAY**

7:00 **OPB** PBS NewsHour (Also Tue 12am) | **OPB** Colombia: Wild and Free Two Rivers (R)

8:00 **OPB** Antiques Roadshow Cleveland, Hr 3 (Also Wed 1am) | **OPB** Icon: Music Through the Lens On the Net. What is music photography’s place in the digital era?

9:00 **OPB** Oregon Experience Civilian Conservation Corps. This New Deal program put young men to work. (Also Wed 2am) | **OPB** Madagascar: Islands of Wonder

9:30 **OPB** Oregon Experience Kam Wah Chung. Journey back to Eastern Oregon’s Kam Wah Chung apothecary. (Also Wed 2:30am)

10:00 **OPB** How To Paint the Mona Lisa Reveal the secrets of this iconic masterpiece. (Also Wed 3am) | **OPB** Pacific Heartbeat Island Cowgirls. Two Hawaiian cowgirls find themselves at a crossroads. (Also Tue 8/22 11pm OPB)

11:00 **OPB** Independent Lens Duty Free. After a woman is fired, her son takes her on a series of bucket list adventures. (Also Wed 4am) | **OPB** Our Time Colorism in America: Shade & Out of Our Heads (Also Tue 7pm)

11:30 **OPB** Stories From the Stage Can’t Pick Your Family (Also Tue 7:30pm)

**15 TUESDAY**

7:00 **OPB** PBS NewsHour (Also Wed 12am) | **OPB** Our Time Colorism in America: Shade & Out of Our Heads (R)

7:30 **OPB** Stories From the Stage Can’t Pick Your Family (R)

8:00 **OPB** Write Around the World With Richard E. Grant Ep 2. Richard visits southern France. (Also Thu 1am) | **OPB** Extra Life: A Short History of Living Longer Data. Examine the role of data mapping in public health.
9:00 OPB Adrian Dunbar’s Coastal Ireland Ep 1. Adrian Dunbar travels rugged coasts to reconnect with his roots. ☀ (Also Thu 2am) | OPB®️ NOVA Bat Superpowers. Learn why bats are resistant to the very diseases they carry.

10:00 OPB Meet and Eat at Lee’s Garden Lee’s Garden was one of the first Chinese restaurants to open outside of Montreal’s Chinatown. ☀️ (Also Thu 3am) | OPB®️ Human Footprint The Ground Below (R)

11:00 OPB Pacific Heartbeat Ola Hou: Journey to New York Fashion Week (R-Also Thu 4am) | OPB®️ Forces of Nature Color (Also Wed 7pm)

**16 WEDNESDAY**

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Thu 12am) | OPB®️ Forces of Nature Color (R)

8:00 OPB Puppy School Eps 1&2. See callout on page 4. ☀️ (Also Sun 10am) | OPB®️ The Last Artifact Scientists work to redefine the kilogram.

9:00 OPB®️ Rivers of Life Zambezi/Danube/Yukon

10:00 OPB Scotland’s Scenic Railways Season 2, Ep 2. Expert engineers maintain the 2,800-kilometer rail track. ☀️ (Also Fri 3am)

11:00 OPB®️ Hacking Your Mind Us vs. Them. Discover how our biases fuel our nation’s divisions. (Also Fri 4am)

**17 THURSDAY**

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Fri 12am) | OPB®️ Rivers of Life Yukon (R)

8:00 OPB Roots, Race & Culture Buffalo Soldiers. Hear the uplifting and inspiring story of Utah’s Buffalo Soldiers. ☀️ (Also Sun 6pm) | OPB®️ Reel South That’s Wild

8:30 OPB Oregon Field Guide Siletz Surf. Explore a surf camp for tribal members. (Also Sun 6:30pm)

9:00 OPB®️ Astrid The Haunting, Pt 1. An investigation leads Raphaelle and Astrid to supernatural phenomena. (Also Sun 2am) | OPB®️ America ReFramed Care. Discover the attachments that form between the elderly and their home care workers. (Also Sat 7pm)

10:00 OPB®️ Masterpiece Around the World in 80 Days: Ep 7. The adventurers meet a lawyer with his fugitive. (Also Sun 3am) | OPB®️ POV He’s My Brother. One sister assures a dignified life for her brother with disabilities. (Also Sat 8pm)

11:00 OPB®️ Masterpiece Beecham House: Ep 1. A former soldier moves to Delhi. (Also Sun 4am) | OPB®️ WILD HOPE The Beautiful Undammed/Coffee for Water (Also Fri 7pm)

**18 FRIDAY**

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Sat 12am) | OPB®️ WILD HOPE The Beautiful Undammed/Coffee for Water (R)

8:00 OPB The Indian Doctor Young Hearts. The doctor’s wife is desperate to leave the village. ☀️ (Also Mon 1am) | OPB®️ Washington Week (Also Sun 4:30pm OPB)

8:30 OPB®️ Oregon Experience Leo Adler. Adler built a magazine empire.

9:00 OPB®️ Masterpiece The Long Song. Eps 2&3. A handsome overseer arrives. (Also Mon 2am) | OPB®️ Changing Planet Season 1, Eps 1&2. Conservationist M. Sanjayan monitors seven iconic locations across the planet.

11:00 OPB®️ Masterpiece Atlantic Crossing: The Attack. A Norwegian princess steals the heart of President Franklin Roosevelt during World War II. (Also Mon 4am) | OPB®️ Colombia: Wild and Free From the Pacific to the Andes (Also Mon 7pm)

**19 SATURDAY**

5:00 OPB®️ This Old House Atlanta: Families Meet (Also Mon 6pm) | OPB®️ Independent Lens Chasing Trane: The John Coltrane Documentary. Follow the life of the great jazz musician. (Also Sat 9pm)

5:30 OPB®️ PBS News Weekend

6:00 OPB Roadtrip Nation: Empowered State A More Equitable Revolution/We Power New York ☀️

6:30 OPB®️ Plays: The Land of Little Lakes Uncover the treasured Texas wetlands. (Also Sat 10:30pm)

7:00 OPB Rick Steves’ Europe Berlin/Germany’s Hamburg and the Luther Trail (Also Sun 9am) | OPB®️ America ReFramed Care (R-Also Sat 11pm)

8:00 OPB®️ Masterpiece Downton Abbey: Season 3, Ep 2. The fate of Downton Abbey hinges on a letter from a dead man. ☀️ | OPB®️ POV He’s My Brother (R)

9:00 OPB®️ Independent Lens Chasing Trane: The John Coltrane Documentary (R)

9:30 OPB®️ Seaside Hotel Season 7, Ep 6. Summer is almost over. ☀️

10:30 OPB®️ The Windermere Children Child survivors of the Holocaust recuperate at England’s Lake Windermere. | OPB®️ Plays: The Land of Little Lakes (R)

11:00 OPB®️ America ReFramed Care (R)

**A Month of Music**

Sting: Live at the Olympia Paris
Grab a front-row seat to the iconic musician’s energetic concert performed in 2017.
Saturday, August 26, 9:30pm OPB

I Go to the Rock: The Gospel Music of Whitney Houston
Join host CeCe Winans to discover Whitney Houston’s deep faith and love of Gospel music.
Sunday, August 27, 7:30pm OPB

Johnny Cash: Man in Black, Live in Denmark 1971
Jam out with the ‘Man in Black’ and special guests for an evening of country, rockabilly and roots music.
Tuesday, August 29, 10:30pm OPB
20 SUNDAY
5:00 OPB Firing Line With Margaret Hoover | OPB Manhunt: Unabomber Season 2: The Final Chapter (R)
6:00 OPB Roots, Race & Culture Buffalo Soldiers (R) | OPB Finding Your Roots: The Shirts on Their Backs. Featuring actors Tony Shalhoub and Christopher Meloni. (Also Sun 10pm)
6:30 OPB Oregon Field Guide Silets Surf (R)
7:00 OPB Help! We Bought a Village: Ep 2. Francesca and Carl welcome guests. @ (Also Mon 1am) | OPB Doc World: Afghanistan: The Wounded Land, Pt 3: Taliban. The country entered a ruthless civil war. @ (Also Sun 11pm)
7:00 OPB PBS News Weekend
8:00 OPB Kate Humble’s Coastal Britain Suffolk/Yorkshire/Suffolk. Kate walks the Suffolk coastline and heads to the Yorkshire village of Staithes. @ (Also Tue 1am) | OPB Life From Above Patterned Planet. Witness the wonderful shapes that cover Earth’s surface.
9:00 OPB Animals With Cameras: A Nature Miniseries Ep 2 (R)
10:00 OPB Finding Your Roots: The Shirts on Their Backs (R)
11:00 OPB Masterpiece Guilt: Season 2, Ep 4. The Lynches face their darkest secret. (Also Sun 11pm)
9:00 OPB Oregon Experience A Cuisine of Our Own. Discover Oregon’s unique culinary history. (Also Wed 2am) | OPB Borneo: Islands of Wonder
9:30 OPB Oregon Experience Fort Vancouver. Fort Vancouver once served as a multicultural trading hub. (Also Wed 2:30am)
10:00 OPB Great Performances Leonard Bernstein’s Kaddish Symphony. The Chicago Symphony performs a stirring rendition of Bernstein’s ‘Kaddish’ Symphony. @ (Also Wed 3am) | OPB Pacific Heartbeat Daughters of the Waves. Three sisters explore how surfing has shaped their lives.
11:00 OPB Independent Lens Two Gods. Discover Islamic burial traditions. (Also Wed 4am) | OPB Our Time PTSD and Mental Illness: After War and Right of Mind (Also Tue 7pm)
11:30 OPB Stories From the Stage It’s All Relative (Also Tue 7:30pm)
22 TUESDAY
7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Wed 12am) | OPB Our Time PTSD and Mental Illness: After War and Right of Mind (R)
7:30 OPB Stories From the Stage It’s All Relative (R)
8:00 OPB Write Around the World With Richard E. Grant Ep 3. Richard travels to Andalusia. @ (Also Thu 1am) | OPB Extra Life: A Short History of Living Longer Behavior. Explore the importance of persuading the public to protect themselves.
9:00 OPB Adrian Dunbar’s Coastal Ireland Ep 2. Adrian learns about the history of Malin Head. @ (Also Thu 2am) | OPB Images of the Dead Abandoning the Titanic. A mystery ship once abandoned the sinking Titanic.
9:00 OPB Pacific Heartbeat Island Cowgirls: (R-Also Thu 4am) | OPB Forces of Nature Motion (Also Wed 7pm)
23 WEDNESDAY
7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Thu 12am) | OPB Colombia: Wild and Free From the Pacific to the Andes (R)
8:00 OPB Antiques Roadshow Vintage Baltimore 2021, Hr 2 (Also Wed 1am) | OPB The Great Muslim American Road Trip Life Is a Highway: Chicago to Jooplin, Missouri
9:00 OPB Oregon Experience A Cuisine of Our Own. Discover Oregon’s unique culinary history. (Also Wed 2am) | OPB Borneo: Islands of Wonder
9:30 OPB Oregon Experience Fort Vancouver. Fort Vancouver once served as a multicultural trading hub. (Also Wed 2:30am)
10:00 OPB Great Performances Leonard Bernstein’s Kaddish Symphony. The Chicago Symphony performs a stirring rendition of Bernstein’s ‘Kaddish’ Symphony. @ (Also Wed 3am) | OPB Pacific Heartbeat Daughters of the Waves. Three sisters explore how surfing has shaped their lives.
11:00 OPB Independent Lens Two Gods. Discover Islamic burial traditions. (Also Wed 4am) | OPB Our Time PTSD and Mental Illness: After War and Right of Mind (Also Tue 7pm)
24 THURSDAY
7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Fri 12am) | OPB Wild Scandinavia Fire and Ice (R)
8:00 OPB Roots, Race & Culture Colorism. Explore the history of colorism in America. @ (Also Sun 1am) | OPB Hawking Follow the remarkable life of Stephen Hawking.
8:30 OPB Oregon Field Guide Horse Trainer. One man keeps an ancient art alive in Oregon’s high desert. (Also Sun 1:30am)
9:00 OPB Astrid The Haunting, Pt 2. Raphaëlle and Astrid investigate a former resident of the mysterious house. @ (Also Sun 2am) | OPB America ReFramed Deej. Deej is a gifted writer and an advocate for nonspeaking autistic people. (Also Sat 7pm)
10:00 OPB Masterpiece Around the World in 80 Days: Ep 8. Fogg meets an old friend. (Also Sun 3am) | OPB How Saba Kept Singing David ‘Saba’ Wisnia survived Auschwitz through song and faith. (Also Sat 8pm)
Enjoy a summer night performance from the gardens of the Imperial Schönbrunn Palace.

In 1927, the Mississippi River flood left millions homeless.

On September 9, 2001, commander Ahmad Shah Massoud was assassinated.

In 1987, a Jazz Age dancer and her chaperone. (Also Mon 3:30am)

A mysterious arrival sparks chaos. (Also Sun 4am)

Aging Backwards 4: The Miracle of Flexibility With Miranda Esmond-White
Learn how simple exercises can improve health. (Also Mon 11pm)

A Bridge Over Troubled Waters: Tulsa to Albuquerque, New Mexico

Explore the life of the jazz musician.

A Bridge Over Troubled Waters: Tulsa to Albuquerque, New Mexico

Learn about discrimination against women in science.

Suze Orman’s Ultimate Retirement Guide
The finance expert provides essential retirement advice. (Also Fri 3am)

A mysterious arrival sparks chaos. (Also Mon 3:30am)

A remarkable and inspiring film about the power of love. (Also Mon 2am)

The Great Muslim American Road Trip

How Saba Kept Singing

A Showcase of Ireland's legacy of craftsmanship in With Love

Explore the beloved British crime drama. (Also Fri 2am)

A cartographer’s journey to Pahokee.

Four teens experience Mayhem

Explore the beloved British crime drama. (Also Sun 2am)

A Bridge Over Troubled Waters: Tulsa to Albuquerque, New Mexico

The Great Muslim American Road Trip

Find out more.

Explore the story of the American Century.

Suze Orman’s Ultimate Retirement Guide
The finance expert provides essential retirement advice. (Also Fri 3am)

The Great Muslim American Road Trip

The Great Muslim American Road Trip

Suze Orman’s Ultimate Retirement Guide
The finance expert provides essential retirement advice. (Also Fri 3am)

The Great Muslim American Road Trip

The Great Muslim American Road Trip

Suze Orman’s Ultimate Retirement Guide
The finance expert provides essential retirement advice. (Also Fri 3am)

The Great Muslim American Road Trip

The Great Muslim American Road Trip
Coming in September
America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Season 2

Join the best-selling author as he continues traveling across the U.S. to meet fascinating Americans with one thing in common: a passion for the great outdoors.